how to set
up a musical
instrument
amnesty

What is a musical instrument amnesty?
A musical instrument amnesty is a campaign to encourage people to donate unwanted musical
instruments for re-use.

Why set up a musical instrument amnesty?
•Whilst not everyone has musical instruments, they are just one of many items that may be sat
unused in people’s homes and could be put to good use by others (so this guide could be used
to think about setting up an amnesty for other items).
•There are a number of people who would like to learn to play musical instruments but are
unable to gain access to instruments regularly due to funding limitations.
•By getting people to dig out their unwanted musical instruments, it may help to increase
awareness of re-use and get people to consider what other items they have gathering dust that
may be useful to someone else.
•Musical instruments could end up going to landfill where they would be wasted.

Planning a musical instrument amnesty
Zero Waste Scotland ran a musical instrument amnesty as part of Pass it on week 2018, so the
steps below are what we recommend – with some comments from our learning.
a) Who are the items for? Are they for your service users/community/students, or are there
groups in your area that you could collect the items for (such as schools, orchestras, charities
etc)?
b) Do items need to be in good working order or can you take items that are broken? If you take
broken items, can someone fix them, or will they be used for parts or recycled? (We did get
one organisation who reported just receiving a load of broken items, so maybe the call for
donations needs to be clearer.)
c) Where will you collect the items – do you just want them coming in to your premises, or do
you want to work with other partners in the area to collect items on your behalf? You could
work with local community groups, schools, libraries, council offices, churches, supermarkets,
businesses etc who could collect items on your behalf.
d) Can your organisation deal with them or do you need a third party involved? (In our case, we
got organisations around Scotland to take items, but also partnered with Music Broth (who
were just setting up a musical instrument library in Glasgow) who were happy to take any
surplus items that other organisations couldn’t take – meaning that everything should find a
new home).
e) What items do you want? Consider the size – for example, could you store and move a
piano?
f) Where will you store items?
g) How will you get the items out to the community once you’ve collected them?

h) How long do you want to run the campaign for or will it be a permanent fixture? (We ran it for
a week, but you might want to run it for longer)
i) How will you measure success? Can you count the number of each type of item collected and
or weigh the items? Can you calculate the carbon?

Communicating your musical instrument amnesty
Promotion is extremely important in order to raise awareness, as people can’t participate
passively – they need to dig out stuff and know where to take it. Here’s some things you can do:
Getting people interested;
•hold a photo shoot with the types of items you want to collect
•get the local media involved
•provide some information about why you want musical instruments
•see if you can get a local musician/band/orchestra to help you publicise your event
•keep publicising the amnesty throughout the campaign – social media posts could include
examples of some of the more interesting items donated, case studies of the people who are
going to benefit from the items and much more.
If you are putting collection boxes in a number of places, give the relevant people
the resources to promote the boxes
•posters, press releases, social media posts etc
•make the labelling on the boxes very clear as to what’s accepted, how long the boxes will
be there etc.
•who will benefit from the items donated
After the event
•thank those who took part
•publicise the success of the amnesty
•tell people where they can donate items now that the amnesty is over so they can continue
the good work.

Case Study – Pass it on Week 2018
Zero Waste Scotland promoted a musical instrument amnesty as part of Pass it on Week
2018. We started off with a call for organisations to sign up to take part. This was done
through partner organisations, social media and press releases.
We put a form on our website asking for;
•Organisation and contact name, email, telephone number
•Location of drop off points
•Local authority area
•Description of the organisation
•What will they do with the items collected
•A list of all the instruments that will be accepted.
49 drop off points were registered across Scotland.
A webpage was then set up listing all the drop off points by council area. Again this was
promoted through partner organisations, social media, blogs and press releases. Working
with other organisations helped increase the interest in this. We worked with Music Broth who
had contacts with lots of bands/musicians, Be Charlotte, Twin Atlantic, and made videos
for social media of 3 of the organisations who were collecting items (Methilhill community
children’s initiative, the GLAD café and the National Youth Orchestra of Scotland).
Following the week, a survey was sent out to all participating organisations to gather
feedback on how the campaign went. 33 organisations responded with a real mixture of
experiences. Over the week 276 items were collected (and we believe the actual figure
is more as some hadn’t completed all their collections at that stage). The most successful
organisation collected 71 items, with 5 organisations collecting over 15 items. Some didn’t
manage to collect any items, but it’s unclear how much they publicised their collection points
(and one even admitted to not promoting it on their own site at all).
Survey questions included;
•How many items did you collect?
•What items did you receive? (this got some very interesting responses – quite a few
instruments we’d never heard of)
•What was the financial value of the items?
•Why did participants feel it was or wasn’t worthwhile taking part?
•They were asked to describe the difference the instruments donated will make to their
community/members/pupils, etc.

The total media reach for the campaign was over 288 million, and social media got a reach
of over 26,000 on ZWS facebook, over 95,000 on Recycle for Scotland facebook and over
55,000 impressions on ZWS twitter. 8 videos were made with a reach of between 800 and
7,800 each.
The partnership with Music Broth was also really beneficial. They were in the process of
setting up their musical instrument library, so wanted donations of items and publicity. And
they were happy to take any instruments that other participants didn’t want – so helped
reduce the chances of anything going to waste. They were also very active on social media,
with posts throughout the campaign and in the following months. And they managed to get
space in Buchanan Galleries in Glasgow for the duration of Pass it on Week where they
accepted donations of items and had live bands playing – all providing great promotion of
the campaign in a prominent location.

“The instruments will be given on loan to pupils who cannot afford to
provide their own.”
“Will help local young people to access a ‘starter’ instrument.”
“The amnesty brought more people into the store who had previously not
visited, also a great many new musical/recycling conversations were had.”
“The instruments will become part of our music instrument and equipment
library. They will be accessible to anyone who wishes to pursue a musical
venture. We will make particular efforts to support groups within the
community who otherwise do not have as much access as others.”

